Curious about the Southwest’s past?
Discover *Archaeology Southwest Magazine*, and come along with us as we explore big-picture questions about what life was like long ago.

**ARCHAEOLOGY SOUTHWEST magazine**

Highlighting the latest and most compelling research in a variety of topics, *Archaeology Southwest Magazine* offers something for everyone—our most avid readers include history-lovers, archaeological enthusiasts, students, tourists, conservationists, outdoor adventurers, and anyone who is fascinated by this region’s rich history.

Our issues span the archaeology of Bears Ears, the incredible influence of Chaco Canyon, and the deep layers of history beneath our city streets. Each issue is full-color and ad-free, so readers can fully immerse themselves in the stories of the Southwest’s past.

For more information, or to make an order, contact Linda Vossler by email at lvossler@archaeologysouthwest.org or by phone at (520) 882-6946 x10.
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